Holiday Let Hot Tub
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The perfect addition
to your holiday home
Add a touch of luxury with a Platinum Spas holiday
let hot tub. A hot tub is the perfect addition for
Holiday Cottages, Villas, Holiday Parks, B&B’s,
Luxury Retreats and Glamping. Proven to increase
occupancy and revenue by up to 60%, adding a hot
tub to your business is essential.

Increase your occupancy
and revenue with our
holiday let hot tub:
5 seats
Minimalist design
Tamper proof control panel

Dimensions:

5 seats +
1 lounger
2000 x 2000 x
900mm

In-line chemical dosing

Simple topside
controls

Stops the user from
changing the settings.

HSG282 compliant
Quick draining
Plug & Play and 32AMP available

Superior
filtration system

No headrests or diverters to get broken

The holiday let hot tub seats five people with 40 jets and
meets the HSG282 guidelines which enable businesses to
be able to offer a hot tub for financial gains.
Designed purely for the holiday let market this hot tub
offers a basic layout with no breakable or removable
components and designed for heavy usage. The robust
but minimalistic design perfectly complements any garden,
decking or outdoor area. Plus, add our WiFi module and
monitor the status and access the settings of your hot tub
directly from your mobile phone.

LED lights

In-line dosing system
hidden within the cabinet

INCREASE
YOUR
BOOKINGS
BY UP TO

60%

No diverters
or headrests
Less parts to
get broken.

Weatherproof
cabinet

Hidden tamper proof control panel

Gecko in.touch 2

Gecko Alliance’s in.touch 2 ultimate mobile remote control for your hot tub.

Holiday Let Range

Access your hot tub
anywhere in the world.

Holiday Let 5

No matter where you are, you’re always in control
with your hot tub.

FEATURED JETS

The in.touch app provides you with the interface to control
all of your hot tub functions, transforming your mobile
device into a remote control using wireless or cellular
Internet connection.

40 Total Jets

Access spa features from your phone:

8 x 3.5 inch Jets

The app allows you to use the industry’s easiest water care
management and set your temperature settings.

2 x 3.5 inch Jets

Water care is just a tap away:

2 x 2.5 inch Jets

Choose your preferred setting from Beginner, Away
from Home, Energy Savings, Super Energy Savings or
Weekender, and in.touch does the rest.

28 x 1 inch Jets

Requirements:
To use this app, you need the in.touch 2 modules from
Gecko Alliance. There is no compatibility with the in.touch
first generation.

FEATURES

The ultimate mobile remote control
for your hot tub

People

5

Dimensions

2000 x 2000 x 900mm

Seat layout

5 seats + 1 lounger

COLOUR

LED Lighting

✓ Premium

SHELL COLOUR

Music

Bluetooth

Ozone

✓

Electrical Supply Required

13 AMP / 32 AMP

Heater

2kw / 3kw

Pumps

1 x 3 HP

Circulation Pump

N/A

Connect it to any smartphone or tablet. The perfect app
for owners who want to connect their hot tubs to the
internet. It’s easy to setup and configure – which saves
you time and money.

Sterling Silver

CABINET COLOUR

Grey

MAKE YOUR PROPERTY

STAND OUT

Why choose Platinum Spas
Platinum Spas offers the widest choice of awardwinning hot tubs and swim spas in the Superior
Wellness portfolio.
We put our customers and partners at the heart of
everything we do, always innovating to bring you high
quality premium products.
We take pride in the quality of our hot tub and swim spas
and use the latest technology on the build and design work.
Platinum Spas hot tubs are renowned for quality and
innovation at affordable prices with unrivalled warranties.
We can cater for your needs as a holiday property owner,
no matter how small or large.
Our holiday hot tub is designed to be minimal maintenance
to offer you the perfect solution.
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